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Abstract. Quantum computing model of robotic arm orientation is presented. Spherical and vector coordinates, a homogenous
rotation matrix, Pauli gates and quantum rotation operators are used to formulate the orientation model and establish a new
algorithm. The quantum algorithm uses a single qubit to compute orientation and has the advantage of operation reversibility.
This was validated for a SCARA robot and a five-joints articulated robotic arm. The obtained results show the effectiveness of the
proposed methodology.
Keywords: Quantum computing; Robotic arm orientation model; Yaw, pitch and roll angles; Spherical coordinates; Quantum
rotation operators.

1. Introduction
Quantum computing and algorithms development is no longer a purely academic research area. As a result of recent
methodological advances, adaptations of classical computing concepts to quantum calculations are now foreseeable in several
engineering fields. However, most of the studies published so far focus primarily on solving systems of linear differential
equations [1], [2], ﬁnding roots [3], [4], or solving non-linear differential equations [5], [7], [8]. Actual experiments are presented in
rare cases [6]. Very little attention has been given to reducing the number of qubits and therefore resources used. Much research
in quantum computing is focused on optimization problems that arise in classical physics. The Grover algorithm for database
search [9] continues to ﬁnd application to searches for optima [10].
Modelling is one of the most important steps in systems control. Simulations using models provide insight into system
behaviour, but the model is often also the main basis for successful implementation of computerized control strategies.
For making sense of the dynamic behaviour of systems and signal processing, two important tools are the Laplace transform
and the Fourier. Quantum versions of the Laplace transform [11], [12], as well as the Fourier transform [13] have been described.
Fourier transform tools are already available in several quantum simulation tools [14].
Despite the progress, much room remains for improvements and innovations that reduce the computing resources needed
and to optimize existing tools [15], [16] or bring new concepts and tools into the ﬁeld. In this regard, we are interested in the
potential of quantum spin for application to systems modelling.
Robotic arm modelling methods have been covered extensively in the literature. A robotic arm model presents the end
effector position, orientation, speed, and acceleration relative to the base frame for given joint values and successive derivatives,
and vice versa. For kinematic modelling, the most popular way of setting the successive joint frames and establishing the
homogenous matrix that links the joint variables to the Cartesian variables x, y and z has been the Denavit-Hartenberg method
[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. Because of their compact expression, quaternions and dual quaternions are popular methods of
modelling rigid robotic arm position and orientation [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28].
We have not found any study that describes the application of quantum computing to robotic arm modelling. This appears to
be a research and development opportunity with a future. In this article, we present a quantum model for determining robotic
arm orientation based on spherical representation and basic quantum rotations. This provides a very compact algorithm for
robotic arm rotation using only one qubit. The proposed model is validated on a SCARA and a five-joints articulated robotic arms.
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Fig. 1. Spherical representation of a qubit Q (known as the Bloch sphere) along with the orientation of a robotic arm.

2. Tools and materials
In this study, robotic arm orientation is modelled in terms of pitch, roll and yaw angles using spherical coordinates and a
homogenous rotation matrix. The basic principles of quantum computing, including Pauli matrices, linear algebra, as well as
rotation matrix operators are defined below to establish the association with orientation modelling formalism as illustrated in Fig.
1.
2.1 Quantum computing basics
Quantum computing principles are derived mainly from quantum mechanics and principles introduced by Dirac [29], [30], [31].
2.1.1 The qubit
The fundamental unit of information in quantum computing is the qubit. Unlike the binary bit, of which the admissible
values are 0 or 1 only, a qubit, also called a ket, is intelligible in the superposition state of 0 and 1. It can be simultaneously 0 and 1
and any complex combination of 0 and 1. Symbolized as ψ , it evolves in a two-dimensional Hilbert space.
ψ =α 0 +β 1
2

(1)

2

where α and β are complex numbers such that α + β = 1 , 0 and 1 are the orthogonal eigenstates of ψ ,
2
corresponding to logic states 0 and 1, respectively. α represents the probability of the qubit being found in the eigenstate 0
2
and β represents the probability of finding it in eigenstate 1 . The superposition principle represented above (1) is at the
heart of the parallel processing property of quantum computing. For an input x , a qubit processing a function f (x ) can work
out simultaneously many different results. The qubit state can be represented also by the following vector (see Fig. 1).
ψ1  α
ψ =   =  
ψ2  β 
The eigenstates 0

and 1

(2)

are represented by (1 0)T and (0 1)T .

2.1.2 The joint state of a system of qubits
The joint state of two qubits ψ = α 0 + β 1 and ψ ' = α ' 0 + β ' 1 can be represented by the tensor product of the two
qubit states. This product is denoted by ψψ ' , and can be computed as follows:

ψψ ' = ψ ⊗ ψ ' = αα ' 00 + αβ ' 01 + βα ' 10 + ββ ' 11
For three qubits ψ1 = α1 0 + β1 1 , ψ2 = α2 0 + β2 1
be computed as follows:

(3)

and ψ3 = α3 0 + β3 1 , the joint state is denoted ψ1ψ2 ψ3

and can

ψ1ψ2 ψ3 = ψ1 ⊗ ψ2 ⊗ ψ3 = α1α2α3 000 + α1α2 β3 001 + α1β2α3 010 + α1 β2 β3 011 + β1α2α3 100

(4)

+ β1α2 β3 101 + β1 β2α3 110 + β1 β2 β3 111

Entanglement is said to occur when the state of a qubit system cannot be expressed as a tensor product of the qubit states.
Entengled qubit have strongly correlated states. Information about one of them give immediately information about the other.

2.1.3 Measuring a qubit
The inner product of two qubit states ψ = α 0 + β 1
number, given by:

and ψ ' = α ' 0 + β ' 1

is denoted

ψ, ψ '

. The result is a complex

ψ, ψ ' = α '* α + β '* β

(5)
2

2

where x * is the complex conjugate of x. The inner product of a qubit state and itself ψ, ψ gives a number Re (α ) + Re (β ) . The
inner product of a state 0 or 1 with a qubit state ψ will give the corresponding coefficient α or β .
The outer product between two qubit states ψ = α 0 + β 1 and ψ ' = α ' 0 + β ' 1 is denoted ψ ψ ' . It yields a matrix
given by the inner products as follows:
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αα '* αβ '*
α
=U
ψ ψ ' =  (α '* β ' *) = 
β 
 βα '* ββ '* 

(6)

Measuring a qubit is synonymous with reading the information stored in the qubit system or determining if the qubit state is
0 or 1. This is expressed as a probability. For instance, the qubit deﬁned in equation (1) will be found in the state 0 with
2
2
2
2
probability α or in the state 1 with probability β . 0,ψ
and 1,ψ
symbolize this measurement.
It is also possible to compute the probability of obtaining a bit string a1a2 ...an
from measuring a qubit state ψ as

a1a2 ...an ψ

2

, and to measure partial state. For instance, the probability of finding the first qubit in state 0

system would be

∑(

2

a2 , a3 )∈{0,1}

0a2a3 ψ

2

. The qubit system thus measured must then be normalized:

∑(

in a three-qubit
2

a2 , a3 )∈{0,1}

0a2a3 ψ 0a2a3 .

2.1.4 Common gates and operators
Time evolution of qubit is always given by Unitary Linear Transformations (or operator). In this section, we present the most
important 2 × 2 Hermitian operators that are very useful in quantum computing.

2.1.4.1 The X gate
The X gate, the quantum version of the NOT gate, can be represented by the operator X as shown below. Note that application
of this operator to the state vector (1 0)T or the Z axis gives the state vector (0 1)T or the X axis and vice versa.

0 1

X ≡ 
1 0

(7)

2.1.4.2 The CNOT gate
The CNOT or controlled NOT gate negates the target qubit if and only if the control qubit state is 1. This gate can be expressed
as follows:
CNOT ≡ 00 00 + 01 01 + 10 11 + 11 10

(8)

2.1.4.3 The CCNOT gate
The CCNOT or controlled CNOT gate can be seen as a reversible version of the AND gate. It negates the target qubit if and only
if both control qubits are of status 1.

2.1.4.4 The Y gate
The Y gate is deﬁned using either of the equations below. Application of the operator expressed in equation (10) to state
(1 0)T or the Z axis results in state (0 i)T or the Y axis.
Y ≡ −i 0 1 + i 1 0

(9)

0 −i

Y ≡ 
 i 0 

(10)

2.1.4.5 The Z gate
The Z operator can be expressed using the equations given below. Note that application of this operator to state (1 0)T or
the Z axis will leave this state unchanged.
Z≡ 0 0 − 1 1

(11)

1 0 

Z ≡ 
0 −1

(12)

2.1.4.6 The H gate
The H or Hadamard gate defined below can be perceived as rotation around the axis between x and z.

H 0 = +

 H 1 = −


H≡

1 1 1 


2 1 −1

(13)

(14)

2.1.4.7 The rotation gates
Three rotation gates can be used in quantum computing: Rx (θ ) , Ry (θ ) and Rz (θ ) , which represent the three basic rotations
of angle θ around the axes x, y and z, respectively. Rotations can be performed using the following operators:
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 θ
θ
−iS 
 C

2
2
Rx (θ ) = 

−iS θ C θ 


2
2 

(15)

 θ
θ
−S 
C

2
2
Ry (θ ) = 

 S θ C θ 

 2
2

(16)

 −i θ
e 2
Rz (θ ) = 

 0


0 

θ
i 
e 2 

(17)

where C stands for the cosine function and S stands for the sine function.

2.1.5 Quantum algorithm representation
2.1.5.1 The rotation gates
Quantum algorithms are often represented as circuits with qubits represented by horizontal lines and gates or operators
represented by boxes. The initial state of the qubit, usually 0 , is indicated on the left end of the line. A circuit is understood by
reading from left to right. The operation NOT 0

is represented below:

2.1.5.2 The Pauli matrices
The Pauli matrices are basic Hermitian matrices that allow definition of any quantum operator by means of linear
transformation. They are defined as follows:
0 −i
1 0
0 1
1 0 
 ; σ = σz = 
 ; σ = σx = 
 ; σ = σy = 

σ0 = I = 
0 1 1
1 0 2
0 −1
 i 0  3

(18)

Rotation operators (15), (16) and (17) can be written, for instance, using the Pauli gates as the following: Rx (θ ) = Cθ − iSθ σx ,
Ry (θ ) = Cθ − iSθ σ y and Rz (θ ) = Cθ − iSθ σz .
It should be noted that the Pauli matrices σx , σy and σz are the matrix representations of the X, Y and Z gates. These
matrices verify the properties shown below. Note also that the first property σ j 2 = σ0 supports the gate reversibility principle.

 σ j2 = σ0 , j = 1,2,3

σ σ = −σ σ = iσ
y x
z
 x y
σy σz = −σzσy = iσx

σzσx = −σxσz = iσy

(19)

2.2 Models of robotic arm orientation
Robotic arms orientation can be expressed using several approaches. In this article, we use spherical coordinates, yaw, roll and
pitch angles and the Denavit-Hartenberg rotation matrix.

2.2.1 Spherical coordinates
In its representation as spherical coordinates, the orientation of a vector is expressed using two angles ϕ and θ as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Basic example of a quantum circuit.

Fig. 3. The spherical representation of a vector.
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Fig. 5. The Denavit-Hartenberg angles θk and αk .

Fig. 4. Yaw, pitch and roll angles.

The rotation matrix for the spherical representation is given below.

cos θ cos ϕ − sin ϕ sin θ cos ϕ


R =  cos θ sin ϕ cos ϕ sin θ sin ϕ 


 − sin θ
cos θ
cos θ 

(20)

2.2.2 Yaw, pitch and roll angles
In 3D space, any arbitrary orientation of a mechanical body can be decomposed and represented using the elementary
rotations around the x, y and z axes as shown in Fig. 4. [17]
Rotation ϕ (around the z axis) is called the roll angle, rotation θ (around the y axis) is called the pitch angle, and rotation
σ (around the x axis) is called the yaw angle.
The rotation matrix of yaw, pitch and roll is represented below. It is the product Rz R y Rx of the three elementary rotation
matrices (22, 23 and 24) [17].
CθCϕ −CσSϕ + SσSθCϕ SσSϕ + CσSθCϕ 


R = CθSϕ CσCϕ + SσSθSϕ −SσCϕ + CσSθSϕ


SσCθ
CσCθ
 −Sθ


(21)

where Sσ , Sθ and Sϕ are, respectively, sin σ , sin θ and sinϕ , and Cσ , Cθ and Cϕ are, respectively, cos σ , cos θ and
cos ϕ .
1 0
0 


Rx (σ ) = 0 Cσ −Sσ 

0 Sσ Cσ 

(22)

 Cθ 0 Sθ 


Ry (θ ) =  0 1 0 


−Sθ 0 Cθ 

(23)

Cϕ −Sϕ 0


Rz (ϕ ) =  Sϕ Cϕ 0


0
1
0

(24)

It should be noted that when the yaw angle is zero, the representation in Fig. 4 becomes equivalent to the spherical
coordinates illustrated in Fig. 3, and that matrix (21) will be equivalent to matrix (20) for σ = 0 .

2.2.3 Homogenous matrix
Denavit-Hartenberg formulation provides a 4x4 matrix containing a 3x3 rotation matrix R that allows passage from a frame

Lk−1 to a frame Lk as expressed below using the angles θk and αk defined in Fig. 5.

cos θk − cos αk sin θk sin αk sin θk 


R =  sin θk cos αk cos θk −sin αk cos θk 


 0
sin αk
cos αk
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3. Methodology
3.1 Determining robot arm orientation from the homogenous matrix
It should be noted at the outset that with the coordinates of any pair of unit vectors (columns of matrix R ), matrix (25)
should provide enough information to express arm orientation, since the third unit vector of the base can be determined using
T

the right-hand rule. For instance, with ux = (cos θk sin θk 0)

T

and uz = (sin αk sin θk − sin αk cos θk cos αk ) , which are the first and

last columns of matrix R , the third unit vector of the base is determined using the vector product uy = −ux × uz , giving complete
information on arm orientation.
Moreover, there is redundancy embedded in vectors ux and uz . The term cos θk (the first coordinate of unit vector ux )
appears also in the second coordinate of unit vector uz , just as sin θk (the second coordinate of ux ) also appears in the first
coordinate of uz . On the other hand, cos αk and sin αk give complete information on unit vector uz , cos θk and sin θk on unit
vector ux , based on spherical representation.
A single base vector could be expressed, for example the z axis in spherical coordinates, as in matrix (20). But this expression
would need to be completed, since rotation around an arbitrary vector will not be perceived in this representation. Yaw, pitch and
roll would provide a more complete representation of orientation since the yaw angle represents essential information.

3.2 Spherical coordinates in the quantum representation
The most intuitive way to model the orientation of a robotic arm in quantum computing is to use basic rotation matrices or
the spins. Such a procedure involves identifying the spherical angles of the arm then applying successive rotations to the initial
qubit state, which is 0 ≡ (1 0)T (the z or joint axis). The quantic model will emerge from rotating ϕ around the z axis,
followed by rotation θ around the y axis, giving the result shown below.

 Cθ 

ψR = R y (θ ) Rz (ϕ ) 0 ≅ Cθ 0 + Sθ eiϕ 1 ≡ 
iϕ 
Sθ e 

(26)

sin θ cos ϕ 
cos ϕ
 sin θ 




sin ϕ 
uz = sin θ sin ϕ  = 
 





 cos θ   cos θ

(27)

cos ϕ

eiϕ = 
sin ϕ 

(28)

The sign ≅ in (26) means supposed to be, or considered as being.
Relation (26) deﬁnes mainly the spin around an arbitrary vector, this model is fundamental and could have been used directly
to implement the quantic model of robotic arm orientation, since the equivalence to 3D space can be established naturally using
the third column of matrix R (20), and modifying it according to relations shown in (27) and (28). However, the reader can notice
that a zero or kπ value of the pitch angle θ in this model will result in loss of information for the roll angle ϕ . Therefore, it
appears more appropriate to apply successive unit spin operators to the initial quantum state 0 (respectively the 1 quantum
state) in order to obtain the orientation of the z-axis (respectively the x-axis) orientation. Model (29) results from this described
procedure. This last model will be used for the simulation of the illustrative cases of study.
e−iϕ
ψ = Rz (ϕ ) Ry (θ ) 0 ≡ 
 0

0 cos θ − sin θ1

  = Cθ 0 e−iϕ + Sθ eiϕ 1
eiϕ  sin θ cos θ 
0

(29)

Since by spherical convention θ is measured from the z axis to xy plane, the Denavit-Hartenberg joint angle is that
measured from the x axis to said z axis. Moreover, the several frames thus defined might differ from the frame used in quantum
computing. This detail must not be overlooked when formulating the robotic quantum model. An illustrative example will be
presented for this purpose.

Fig. 6. SCARA robot arm joints and frames [32], [33].
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4. Simulation, validation and discussion
In the sections that follow, we present the results obtained for the implementation and validation of robotic arm orientation
models for two types of robots.

4.1 Case study 1
A SCARA robotic arm was considered. The several Denavit-Hartenberg frames Lk (k = 1,2,3) were established as illustrated in
Fig. 6.
It is apparent in Fig. 6 that expressing the orientation of the end effector relative to the base frame involves the following
transformations and corresponding rotations:

A rotation q1 around the z axis

A rotation π around the x axis

A rotation −q2 around the z axis

A rotation −q4 around the z axis
These transformations collectively allow the orientation of the robotic arm to be performed using the two basic rotation
operators Rz (q1 − q2 − q4 ) and Rx (π ) .
On the other hand, the orientation of the SCARA robotic arm is obtained using the 3x3 Denavit-Hartenberg matrix (30) [17],
which is expressed in spherical form in matrix (31).
C1−2− 4

R30 =  S1−2 − 4

 0
C1 −S1

R30 =  S1 C1
 0
0

01 0
0 C2


00 −1 0  S2


10 0 −1 0

−S2

C2
0

0

0

1

S1−2− 4
−C1−2− 4
0
0C4

0 S4

1 0

−S4

C4
0

(30)

0 C1−2− 4
 
0 =  S1−2− 4
 
1  0

S1−2− 4
−C1−2 − 4
0

0

0

1

(31)

where C1 , S1 , C1−2− 4 and S1−2− 4 respectively refer to cos (q1 ) , sin (q1 ) , cos (q1 − q2 − q4 ) and sin (q1 − q2 − q4 ) .
The spherical coordinates can be identified as θ = π and ϕ = q1 − q2 − q4 . From model (29), the qubit state of the orientation
therefore can be defined as follows:

ψ ≡ e−i(q1 −q2 −q4 ) cos π 0 + ei(q1 −q2 −q4 ) sin π 1 = −e−i(q1 −q2 −q4 ) 0

(32)

This expression conserves the coordinates along the three axes. The term e−i(q1 −q2 −q4 ) embodies the base frame x axis
coordinates, the negative sign indicating that they are oriented in the negative direction of the z axis represented by the state 0 .

4.2 Case study 2
Here, we consider a five-axis articulated robotic arm, using the Denavit-Hartenberg frame represented in Fig. 7. [17]
Without considering initial joint positions, the orientation of the end effector in the base frame can be expressed by obtaining
the following transformations:

Rotation q1 around the z axis

Rotation q2 around the y axis

Rotation q3 around the y axis

Rotation q4 around the y axis
The robotic arm orientation therefore can be determined using the two basic rotation operators Rz (q1 ) followed by
Ry (q2 + q3 + q4 + π ) . The additional angle π , in the spin around the y axis expression, results from angles q2 , q3 and q4 being
measured from the horizontal base plane, while the angle θ from the spherical coordinates is measured from the vertical axis.
The applicable angle is therefore π / 2 . However, there is an extra π / 2 due to the z axis in the Denavit-Hartenberg formulation
being orthogonal to the z axis in the quantum representation. Fig. 8 illustrates the relationship between the Denavit-Hartenberg
angles and the spherical representation for this specific case.

Fig. 7. Five-jointed robotic arm articulations and frames.
Journal of Applied and Computational Mechanics, Vol. 7, No. 3, (2021), 1836-1846
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Fig. 8. Relationship between Denavit-Hartenberg θk and the spherical coordinates angle θ.

The corresponding 3x3 orientation matrices for this speciﬁc ﬁve-axis robotic arm [17] are shown below.
C1C234C5 + S1S5 −C1C234S5 + S1C5 −C1S234 


R50 = S1C234C5 − C1S5 −S1C234S5 − C1C5 −S1S234 


−S234C5
−C234 
S234S5

C1 −S1
R =  S1 C1

 0
0
5
0

0 C2

0 0

1−S2

0 S2  C3

1 0  0

0 C2 −S3

0 S3  C4

1 0  0

0 C3 −S4

0 S4 1 0
0  C1C234C5 + S1S5 −C1C234S5 + S1C5 −C1S234 

 



1 0 0 −1 0  = S1C234C5 − C1S5 −S1C234 S5 − C1C5 −S1S234 

 

0 C4 0 0 −1 
−S234C5
S234 S5
−C234 

(33)

(34)

in which C5 , S5 , C234 and S234 , respectively, refer to cos (q5 ) , sin (q5 ) , cos (q2 + q3 + q4 ) and sin (q2 + q3 + q4 ) .
Using model (29), the qubit state of the orientation can be deﬁned as shown below, considering the spherical coordinates
θ = q2 + q3 + q4 + π and ϕ = q1 .

ψ ≡ e−iq1 cos (q2 + q3 + q4 + π ) 0 + eiq1 sin (q2 + q3 + q4 + π ) 1 = −e−iq1 cos (q2 + q3 + q4 ) 0 − eiq1 sin (q2 + q3 + q4 ) 1

(35)

Notice that the term e−iq1 specifies the base-frame x-axis coordinates, while the negative sign, resulting from the angle +π ,
indicates that the orientation of the z-axis, represented by the state 0 , points towards the negative direction.
The result can be obtained by determining the unit rotations using the relation shown below.

ψ ≡ Rz (q1 ) Rz (q2 + q3 + q4 + π ) 0

(36)

4.3 Simulation results and discussion
In the following discussion, one qubit is used to describe the orientation of each robotic arm. The quantum programs were
implemented considering 0 as the initial state of the qubit. The quantum circuit for case study 1 is illustrated in Fig. 9.
The simulation was run using
q1 = π / 6, q2 = π / 36
and
q4 = π / 12.
This yielded the qubit state
ψ = (−0.985 − 0.174i) 0 + (0.0 + 0.0i) 1 . The result was validated by comparing it to the theoretical result obtained using
orientation matrix (30). For the same angles, the orientation is given below.

C π π π
 6 − 36 − 12

R30 =  S π π π
 6 − 36 − 12


0

Sπ

π
π
− −
6 36 12

−C π
6

−

π
π
−
36 12

0

0 
0 
  0.985 0.174

 
0  = 0.174 −0.985 0 

 
0
−1
  0

−1

(37)

The qubit state vector is oriented along the z axis. The negative sign indicates orientation in the opposite direction. Finally,
since the x axis coordinates are conserved, the y axis can be determined using the right-hand rule.
The quantum circuit for case study 2 is illustrated in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. Quantum circuit for the SCARA robot arm orientation model.

Fig. 10. Quantum circuit for implementing the five-jointed robotic arm orientation model.
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The simulation was run using q1 = π / 6 , q2 = π / 36 , q3 = π / 36 and q4 = π / 18 . This yielded the qubit state
ψ = (−0.814 + 0.47i) 0 + (−0.296 − 0.171i) 1 . The result is validated by comparing to the theoretical result obtained using
orientation matrix (34). For the same angles, the z axis orientation (third column) is given below:

−C1S234  −0,296
 


Z = −S1S234  = −0,171
 



 −C234   −0,94 
5
0

(38)

The qubit state vector result indicates that x axis orientation information is conserved since component 1 corresponds to
the x and y coordinates of the z axis in relation (38). The negative sign again indicates the vector orientation along the z axis.
Finally, the component 0
thus validating the result.

of the qubit state norm result

2

2

(0.814) + (0.47)

corresponds to the z component in relation (38),

The former results relate to the validation of the model for specific orientations. In order to generalize the results, a five order
polynomial generated motion is considered [18].
For the simulation, the quantum model (29) is written as (39).

ψ = (Re (α ) + Im (α )) 0 + (Re (β ) + Im (β )) 1

(39)

where Re (α ) = CθCϕ , Im (α ) = −CθSϕ , Re (β ) = SθCϕ and Im (β ) = SθSϕ are determined by identification.
In order to extract the coordinates of the z-axis from model (39), the following is used:





Re (β )



n
Z0 = 
Im (β )


 Re(α ) Im (α )
−

or

Cϕ
Sϕ 

(40)

Figures 11.b and 12 illustrate the orientation of the z-axis using the D-H formalism and the quantum model method for the
first and second cases of studies, respectively. The following initial values were considered for the fifth polynomial approach:
For the first case of study:
π
π
π
Initial values: q1i = rad , q2 i =
rad and q4i =
rad .
6
36
12
π
π
π
Final values: q1 f = rad , q2 f = rad and q4 f = rad .
3
2
4
For the second case of study:
π
π
π
π
Initial values: q1i = rad , q2 i =
rad , q3i =
rad and q4i =
rad .
6
36
36
18
π
π
π
Final values: q1 f = rad , q2 f = rad , q3 f =
rad and q4 f = π rad .
4
3
18
Figures 11 and 12 support the validity of the model for continuous time operations as the results of the quantum model match
those obtained using the classic methods, namely the D-H formalism. From Fig. 11.b, it can be perceived that the z axis points
towards the opposite direction of the z axis of base frame. This can be concluded by the coordinates’ values zx and zy that are
very close to 0 and zz = −1 . Moreover, the results in Fig. 11.a, show how the orientation of the x axis has been successfully
extracted from the resulting qubit state as the results match those obtained using the classic 3x3 orientation matrix. The
presented results in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 reinforce the validity of the quantum model for continuous time and curves.

a) Orientation of the x axis

b) Orientation of the z axis

Fig. 11. Simulation results for the orientation of the robot using the D-H and the quantum models, for the SCARA robotic arm: (a) Orientation of the
x axis; (b) Orientation of the z axis.
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Fig. 12. Simulation results for the orientation of the robot using the D-H and the quantum models, for the five joints articulated robot arm.

5. Conclusion
Quantum computing algorithm of the orientation of robotic arms using a model based on spherical coordinates to define
basic rotations can be envisaged. The quantum model was validated for a SCARA and five joints articulated robot arms. A single
qubit was sufficient to describe forward orientation comparably to the usual 3x3 orientation matrices. The paper proposed a
successful way to extract orientation information from the resulting qubit state. This quantum model is a step forward towards
quantum simulation and future software for mechatronics systems. The mains strengths for this model are the reduced
computing resources as only one qubit allowed the implementation and the validation of the orientation of robotic arms. The
other main advantage of this new model is the reversibility of the quantum operators that might potentially be exploded in the
inverse models computation. The inverse model and position models are under development for future work and studies.
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Nomenclature
ak
CCNOT
CNOT
dk

The k

th

link length of a robotic arm in the Denavit-

x, y and z

The coordinates of v in a specified base frame

Hartenberg formulation

X

The X gate

The controlled CNOT gate

Y

The Y gate

The controlled NOT gate

Z

The Z gate

The kth link offset of a robotic arm in the Denavit-

k

The kth link twist angle of a robotic arm in the Denavit-

Hartenberg formulation
H

The Hadamard gate

Lk

The frame associated with the kth joint

Hartenberg formulation
k

The kth joint angle of a robotic arm in the DenavitHartenberg formulation

Rx()

The rotation gate at angle W around the x axis

0, x, y and z

Ry()

The rotation gate at angle W around the y axis

|>

Qubit state

Rz()

The rotation gate at angle W around the z axis

|0>

The first base vector in quantum computing

The matrix transformation from the L0 base frame to

|1>

The second base vector in quantum computing

T0k

The Pauli matrices

frame Lk
v

An arbitrary vector
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